A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO
DRIVE RESULTS

Public Safety Solutions

Inspired Community Supervision

Innovative community
supervision software
and services

VIP works in close partnership with leading technology vendor cFive
Solutions, Inc. to provide and implement innovative community
supervision software solutions to public sector agencies. The ultimate
goal is to help them reduce recidivism rates, have a positive impact
on lives, and keep the communities that they serve more secure.
cFive’s unique product suite enables agencies to move well beyond compliance requirements and a reliance on subjective
anecdotal information by facilitating automatic data collection that:
• provides outcome-oriented reporting
• enables remote client communication
• delivers critical data and offers key insights
• offers information to improve individual outcomes
• furnishes actionable data to impact program-level outcomes

Proactive public organizations are frequently interested in the improvements that can be gained by implementing
advanced probationary and parole case/supervision management systems in their agencies to better serve their clients.

cFive offers technology that both staff and clients are able to quickly become comfortable using. With cFive, agencies have
smartphone-enabled supervision capabilities that enable clients to maintain their school and work schedules by reducing
time spent traveling and attending in-person supervision meetings. Clients also gain increased communications and access
to their case managers.
Smartphone supervision tools enable agencies to move away from a one-size-fits-all approach to personalized supervision
and to realize the benefit of enhanced client/agency communication and real-time alerts and triggers.

An exceptional solution
The extensive experience of the VIP team combined with cFive’s state-of-the-art software provides an exceptional solution
for community supervision agencies and courts that is focused on creating positive outcomes. Gain simplified, powerful,
and insightful analysis to facilitate enhanced decision making across your organization today.

“The partnership between cFive Solutions and VIP offers a superior solution to
community supervision agencies and courts. Our understanding of the difﬁculties
and opportunities agencies face, paired with VIPs technical expertise will provide
agencies with an incomparable, outcome-focused offering."

— James Newman, Senior VP, cFive

Visionary Integration Professionals (VIP)
A strategic approach to drive results
We offer a diverse solution portfolio that allows organizations to better align strategy with execution. The most
effective path to achieving success requires dedicated teams, proven methods, and adaptability to tailor our solution
offerings to meet the unique needs of our clients. Our management consulting and technology solution capabilities
provide the visibility, proven execution, and agility to accelerate strategic change. VIP has partnered with 1,200+ clients
to deliver results that matter.
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